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THOUGHTS
2-17-14
JR) My realm; stay here with Me; ready, ready, ready; you gave Me your minds, give Me your
thoughts; (purple) now, think on My level; speed increasing; supersonic rate; trust; let it be
so;
HH) postpone; not My directives; hesitate not; let not unassurance in; boldly do as I say; be
certain you have My complete instructions; never ever assume; do you see why I asked for
your thoughts; all thinking must be based on My truth; solidly based;
5-04-14
HH) My hand is upon you; entertain My thoughts; only Mine; follow after Me in thought, word,
and deed; embed this into your consciousness; joy in being paralleled with Me; fit together
with Me; must be with each of you, My Chosen; take in My thoughts, words, deeds; allow Me
entry; desire Me; all of Me;
7-23-14
L)
Clarity; allow clarity of mind; block not;
8-23-14
L) Holy is My word; Holy are My thoughts; so must yours be; let there be no foul word or
thought in you; stand upright; pure in thought, word and deed
10-06-14
HH) cherish Our thoughts; hush now; it is inherent you pay attention;
10-22-14
L) Wash well; prepare self; (D. P.) take My thoughts; that's all I really ask; (full D.
P.) take My thoughts and do as I say; (D. Red surrounded by lighter Red)
10-26-14
HH) concentrate on allowing only pure thoughts; think My way; it can be; lead, lead,
lead the way; My way; come in purity; you've seen how it is when the enemy has no
effect; time for that all the time; think My thoughts; think My way; allow, allow;
11-23-14
L) Publish; be ready to Publish; Our writing; what I tell you to write; (white) caterwaul not;
do as I say; prepare for My thoughts;

12-15-14
L) Provide; avenues for My truth; DP; multimedia; DPT; condemn not;
atonement mode; DPT; keep thoughts pure; DPT
12-19-14
L) Careful; procrastination; DPT; DPT; DPT: cleanse all thoughts;
the Blood; area of judgment; DPT
12-20-14
HP) purity of thought; DRT; awareness; reject impure;

Cleansed by

concentrate, focus;

1-24-15
listen, listen to My music; sure notes; (I saw red lines all at right angles.) so should
your thoughts be; pure; surrounded by My Red;
4-13-15
L) Let Me cleanse every thought;
7-04-15
L) Pure, holy; thoughts must be; take careful attention; deny Me not access;
understand; allowing unclean, wrong thoughts denies Me access; in certain areas of
minds
HH) Yes, give Me all your thoughts; all your hopes; all your desires; give Me all that
you each are; clean slates, clean slates, clean slates; you must have clean slates; be
it so before Me;
1-21-16
My Chosen Ones, keep pure thoughts; let them not erode;
1-22-16
HP) remember to keep thoughts pure; counter every thought of the enemy; counter
negative words spoken; let not haste get in the way; thorough throughout, My Chosen
3-02-16
HH) let My words be on your lips; My truth not man's conjured half truths; be aware
and ever so careful the words you allow yourselves to speak; think on this; yes, what
you allow yourselves to speak and to think; remember all thoughts must too be true,
pure; be quick to repent; let not untruths have place nor let them have time to root;
My Chosen Ones this must be; think;
12-14-16
HH) pure thoughts, pure thoughts; I give you pure thoughts; receive, cherish; allow
My thoughts; (did) aware, aware, you must be aware of My thoughts; let them have
place;

